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Overview	

The Thunderstruck UQM Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) converts throttle and brake inputs into CAN bus 
messages that can drive an EV motor inverter.  It has been designed to work with the UQM PowerPhase® 
HD System Controller.   See Installation and Operation Manual P/N 87510-011, and CANbus Interface 
Manual P/N 87510-009 from UQM Technologies. 

 
Figure 1 – System Diagram 

The VCU  interfaces directly to the EV Throttle and Brake and communicates with the UQM Controller over 
CANbus. 

This document describes how to install, configure, and troubleshoot the VCU. 

The VCU has the following interfaces: 

• Power.  The VCU operates on 12V power.  This should normally be connected to the Keyswitch. 
• CAN Interface.  This is connected to both the VCU and UQM PowerPhase Inverter. 
• Throttle.  Both single and dual wiper Hall Throttles are supported. 
• Serial port.  This interface is used for configuration and debugging and is not needed for operation. 

The VCU has the following optional interfaces 

• Brake.  Both a brake switch and a brake pressure transducer are supported. 
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• Contactor Control.  The VCU has a output which can be used to control a main contactor. 
• DC/DC Converter Control.  The VCU supports the Volt DC/DC converter and controls it over 

CANBUS. 

Installation	and	Wiring	

The VCU enclosure outline is shown below.  The VCU can be mounted in any convenient location, however 
should ideally be located physically close to the inverter. 
 

 
Figure 2 – VCU Enclosure 

The figure below shows the 18 pin VCU connector and wiring harness. Note the LED to the right of the 
connector and the serial port jack to the left of the connector. 
 

         
 

Figure 3 – VCU Connector and Front Panel 

The connector is Cinch 581-01-18-023, Automotive Connectors 18 Pos Black. 
 
The following diagram shows where wire connections are made, along with the corresponding wire color. 
 

 A B C  D E F 
1 12V nc CONTACTOR +5V nc CANH 

2 nc GND BRAKEL THR1 GND CANL 

3 GND BRAKE THR2 nc nc nc 
 

Figure 4 – VCU Connections 
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Power	
12V and GND (A1, A3, B2, E2) are Power Inputs and should be connected to the Keyswitch Input and 
Chassis Ground.  Multiple GND connections are provided on the wiring harness as a wiring convenience; all 
GND conections are internally connected together in the VCU. 

Throttle	
THR1 (D1) and THR2 (C3) are throttle wiper inputs.  By default, the VCU assumes that a single wiper Hall 
throttle is used.  In this case, THR1 is connected to the wiper output of the Hall throttle and THR2 is left 
unconnected.  When using a dual wiper throttle, both THR1 and THR2 must be connected. 
 
Hall throttles require power and ground connections to operate.  If the throttle uses +5V power, this may be 
provided by +5v (D1).  Some throttles require +12V power: in that case, the throttle power should be 
connected to the Keyswitch. 

Brake	
BRAKE (B3) and BRAKEL (C2) are optional brake inputs.  The VCU supports a connection to the brake 
light input (BRAKEL) or to a brake pressure transducer (BRAKE). 

Contactor	
The Contactor (C1) output is a 12V output. This output is enabled three seconds after startup if VCU 
diagnostics pass.  The Contactor output may be used as an indication to close the main contactor.  (The 
output is rated at 300ma and so it cannot control the main contactor directly). 

CANBUS	
CANH (F1) and CANL (F2) are the CANBUS connections.  At minimum, the CAN network must contain 
both the Inverter and the VCU.  Other devices, such as a DC/DC converter can be on the same CAN network. 
All devices on the CANbus must operate at the same baud rate, which is fixed in the VCU at 500kpbs. 
 
Normal CAN network wiring guidelines should be followed.  CAN wiring should be kept short and the 
conductors should be twisted.  Wiring stubs between the CAN network and the node should be kept as short 
as possible, ideally less than a few inches.  Network wiring should be placed away from electromagnetic 
interference such as the motor, and parallel runs next to EV traction cabling should be avoided. 
 
A CAN network is a daisy-chain, multistation network that must be terminated on both ends of the string by 
120ohm termination resistors.  The VCU contains an internal, configurable, CAN termination resistor.  By 
default, this termination is enabled.  (If the VCU is not a terminal CAN node, the termination resistor may be 
disabled by using the Serial Port command “reset canterm”). 

Configuration	

Serial	Port	Drivers	
The VCU communicates using a USB to serial port cable.  Before using the serial port, host drivers and a 
terminal application must be installed.  See the document Driver Installation for instructions on how to 
install this software.  The document is available at http://www.thunderstruck-
ev.com/images/DriverInstallationv1.0.pdf.  
Once installed, when power is applied to the VCU, the following banner message shoule be displayed on the 
serial port console: 
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******************************************************* 
*               VCU Throttle Control v1.0.8           * 
*       Thunderstruck Motors / Dilithium Design       * 
******************************************************* 
vcu> 

 
At this point, the VCU may be configured.  Configuration is stored in non-volatile memory and retained 
across a power cycle.  See below, Command Line Interface, for details on what commands are supported and 
their syntax. 

Throttle	
The VCU supports Hall throttles that output between 0 to 5v.  Most throttles do not use the entire 0 to 5v 
range, and the throttle working range must be configured in the VCU before use (using set thw1off and set 
thw1max).  To determine the correct values see throttle datasheet or use the “measure” command, below. 
 
When a dual hall throttle is used, THR1 is used as the “primary” throttle input.   The VCU reqires that the 
two wiper outputs track together with a fixed offset, configured in the VCU (using set thw2ofst).  For 
example, THR2 may always output 0.7v “more” than THR1.  In this case, the throttle outputs are constantly 
checked to make sure they are tracking together. 

Brake	
If used, the brake lights are used to apply a configurable amout of regen when the brake is on.  If a the brake 
is configured to use a the switch input, then a fixed amount if regen is applied; if the brake is configured to be 
hall, then the requested regen is proportial to the brake pressure.  When the brake pressure transducer is used, 
its working range is configurable using set broff and set brmax. 

Motor	
The VCU operates the Inverter in “torque mode with speed control”.  The following parameters must be set 
in the VCU: 
 
 maxtorque 
 maxrpm 
 accellim 
 surgelim 
 
See UQM Installation and Operations Manual for more details of these parameters. 

DC/DC	Converter	
The Volt DC/DC converter is supported.  (Reference to be supplied). 

PowerPhase	Inverter	Configuration	

When configuring the PowerPhase Inverter, the following parameters must be set for proper VCU operation.  
Refer to the UQM Installation and Operations Manual for details. 
 
On the Control Tab, enable CANbus Control. 
 
On the CANbus Settings Tab, set the following: 
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• 11 bit identifiers 
• Little Endian 
• Drive Mode = Torque  
• Baud Rate = 500kbps 
• Transmit CAN messages = enabled 
• Message “Set Enables” (see below) 
• Timeout Period = 250 msec 
• Counter = Ignore Counter 
• Require Heartbeat Command = NOT enabled 

 
On the Message “Set Enables” in the inverter, the VCU firmware only requires one message to be sent from 
the inverter, which is the Watchdog Status message.  All other messages may be enabled to the VCU, 
however the VCU simply logs them and makes them available for message tracing and debugging. 

Operation	and	Troubleshooting	

Startup	Diagnostics	
At power-on, and whenever the throttle parameters are reconfigured, a throttle diagnostic is performed by the 
VCU.  If an error is detected, it will be printed to to the serial port, the throttle will be rendered non-
operational, and the VCU will request zero torque. 
 
Example success output: 
Throttle self test complete 
Throttle Enabled ... 
 

Example failure output: 
vcu> FAULT: Throttle 1 A2D too low! 
Throttle Failed; check connections and configuration ... 

Operation	
The VCU sends the following messages to the inverter: 

• If the VCU successfully completes its diagnostics, the VCU will sends the Universal Command every 
125ms. 

• The Heartbeat command is only sent to clear a Watchdog error, if reported from the Inverter in the 
Watchdog Status message.  If that message indicates that the Inverter has detected a watchdog error, 
the VCU wll recover using the recommendations in section 3.4.3 of the CANbus Inbterface Manual. 

• The Acceleration Limits CAN command is not sent by the VCU. 
 
If the throttle is at “idle” or 0% throttle, then the VCU will request “idleregen” torque and 0 rpm.  If the 
throttle exceeds 5% then the VCU performas a mapping between percentage throttle and percentage 
maximum torque.  By default, this mapping is linear.  For example, if the throttle is at 50%, then the 
requested torque is 50% of configured maximum torque.  However, the mapping between throttle and 
requested torque is configurable to allow tuning throttle response.  See below (set r1top, set r2top, set 
r1scale and set r2scale) on how to configure this mapping.  The VCU will then request the desired torque 
and will provide the configured maxrpm, accellim, surgelim in the Universal Command. 
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If the user has configured a brake input, if the user depresses the brake then it will take precedence over the 
throttle.  The configured brakeregen negative torque will be requested if brtype is set to switch.  If brtype is 
set to hall, then a percentage of brakeregen will be requested. 

Diagnostic	Commands	
Several diagnostic commands are available in the VCU. 

measure	
The “measure” command can be used to measure the voltage present on the THW1, THW2 and BRAKE 
inputs.  When commanded, the command repeatedly measures and prints the analog value of these inputs for 
up to 30 seconds.  The measurement can be stopped by pressing any key.  Using this command can be used 
to characterize the hall throttle and hall brake inputs at zero and full throttle.  The measurements thus 
obtained can be used to determine the thw1off, thw1max, thw2off, thw2max, broff, and brmax 
configuration parameters. 

can	trace	
CAN message tracing is available that dumps the CAN ID, message source, and raw contents. 

message	trace	
It is possible to enable and disable tracing on individual messages to and from the inverter.   These messages 
are decoded from the raw CAN message and presented in a decoded form.  As an example, see below: the 
Universal Command is being traced, and the user can see what is currently being sent to the inverter from the 
VCU.  The output includes timestamp, percentage throttle, requested torque, and requested RPM.  In the 
example, the user “stepped on the gas” and one can see the requested torque proceed from -20Nm (the 
idleregen value) to 950Nm (the maxtorque value).  Also, notice that the requested rpm is 0 at idle and limited 
to 1000rpm when the torque is nonzero. 
 
vcu> trace uc 
trace enabled: AF SS UC  
vcu> 00:00:35.8 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:35.9 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.1 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.2 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.4 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.5 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.7 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:36.9 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:37.0 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:37.1 7% 66.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:37.3 7% 66.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:37.4 8% 76.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:37.6 9% 85.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:37.8 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:37.9 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.0 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.2 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.4 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.5 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.7 10% 95.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:38.8 11% 104.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.0 12% 114.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.1 12% 114.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.3 14% 133.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
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00:00:39.5 18% 171.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.7 20% 190.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.8 22% 209.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:39.9 26% 247.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.1 30% 285.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.3 33% 313.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.5 37% 351.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.6 37% 351.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.8 38% 361.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:40.9 41% 389.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.1 42% 399.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.3 45% 427.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.4 49% 465.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.6 51% 484.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.8 55% 522.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:41.9 61% 579.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.1 64% 608.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.2 68% 646.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.4 76% 722.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.6 82% 779.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.7 88% 836.0Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:42.9 95% 902.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:43.0 97% 921.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:43.2 99% 940.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:43.4 99% 940.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
 
00:00:46.0 99% 940.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:46.1 99% 940.5Nm 1000.0rpm 
00:00:55.3 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:55.5 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:55.7 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:55.8 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:55.9 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:56.1 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:00:56.2 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:01:54.6 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
00:01:54.7 0% -20.0Nm 0.0rpm 
 

Firmware	Upgrade	

See the document Driver Installation for instructions on how to perform a firmware upgrade.  The document 
is available at http://www.thunderstruck-ev.com/images/DriverInstallationv1.0.pdf.  
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Serial	Interface	

Startup	Banner	
When the VCU is powered up, it will print the following: 
 
******************************************************* 
*               VCU Throttle Control v1.0.8           * 
*       Thunderstruck Motors / Dilithium Design       * 
******************************************************* 
vcu> 

help	
The help command prints out command help. 
 
vcu> help 
  SHow [<>|Version|Config] 
        <>        - status 
        version   - firmware version 
        config    - configuration 
  SEt  [<>|THTYPE|THW1OFF|THW1MAX|THW2OFST| 
        BRTYPE|BROFF|BRMAX| 
        THR1HI|THR2HI|THR1SCALE|THR2SCALE| 
        MAXTORQUE|MAXRPM|ACCELLIM|SURGELIM| 
        IDLEREGEN|BRAKEREGEN| 
        DDTYPE|DDVOLTAGE| 
        CANTERM] 
        <>        - 'set' help 
  REset [CANTERM] 
        canterm   - disable can termination resistor 
  TRace [<>|AF|SS|FC|LT|TP|WS|UC|AL|HC|DD|CAN|VERBOSE|OFF] 
        <>        - trace toggle ON/OFF 
        can       - trace can messages 
        verbose   - verbose tracing 
        off       - disable all tracing 
      EV -> VCU 
        af        - Accurate Feedback  
        ss        - System Status 
        fc        - Fuel Cutback 
        lt        - Limited Torque 
        tp        - Temperature 
        ws        - Watchdog Status 
      VCU -> EV 
        uc        - Universal Command 
        al        - Acceleration Limits 
        hc        - Heartbeat Command 
      DCDC -> VCU 
        dd        - DC DC converter 
  TRace- [<>|AF|SS|FC|LT|TP|WS|UC|AL|HC|DD|CAN|VERBOSE] 
                  - disable trace 
  MEasure [<>|THW1|THW2|BRAKE] 
        <>        - 'measure' help 
        thw1      - measure throttle wiper1 A/D 
        thw2      - measure throttle wiper2 A/D 
        brake     - measure brake wiper A/D 
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  UPGRADE         - performs a firmware upgrade 

 
In many cases, either a full version or an abbreviated version of a command (or command parameter) can be 
used.  This is shown in the “help” with the use of uppercase and lowercase letters.  For example, the 
abbreviation for show is sh, and the abbreviation for show config is sh c. 

show	
The show command displays configured parameters or status. 

show	<>	
If  show is entered without parameters, current status will be displayed. 
 
vcu> show 
  throttle : 0.03V 
  throttle2: 0.07V 
  brakel   : off 
  brake    : 0.06V 
00:08:17.3  AF/4871: -0.8Nm, 377.6V, 2.1A, 0.0rpm 
00:08:16.4  TP/495: inv=26C, rot=16C, sta=19C, IGBT=26C, t=33.0secs 
00:08:17.3  LT/4871: -1.8Nm, 4A, HB=100%, LB=100%, SS=0%, AD=29829 
00:08:16.9  WS/985: wd=32802, sw ver=4.12.7, can ver=4 
00:08:17.3  SS/1050:   error=00000000 00000000  
                     history=00000000 10001000  
                      status=00000000 01010000  
  uptime   : 0 hour(s), 8 minute(s), 17 second(s) 
 

The throttle and throttle2 values are the THR1 and THR2 wiper values as read by the VCU. 
The brakel value is the reading at the BRAKEL input (“off” = 0, “on” =12v).  
The brake value is the brake wiper value. 
The next five rows display the last UQM message of each type received from the Inverter.  First is the 
timestamp of the message.  Next (e.g., “AF/4871” is the message type and count.  Finally, there are the 
decoded contents. 
 AF = Accurate Feedback 
 TP = Temperature 
 LT = Limited Torque 
 WS = Watchdog Status 
 FC = Fuel Cutback 
 SS = System Status 
If no messages of a given type have been received, then nothing is printed.  For more details on the contents 
of these messages, see the UQM inverter documentation. 
The uptime is the VCU uptime since power on. 

show	version	
The version command displays firmware version number and build date. 
 
vcu> show version 
version  : v1.0.8 ; Oct 03 2016 06:54:14 
vcu>  

show	config	
The show config command displays configuration parameters. 
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vcu> show config 
  THROTTLE 
    thtype    : hall 
    thw1off   : 0.80v 
    thw1max   : 4.45v 
  MAP 
    range1    :  0..100% throttle =>  0..100% torque 
    ---------- 
    r1top     : 100 
    r1scale   : 1.00 
  BRAKE 
    brtype    : none 
  MOTOR 
    maxtorque : 950.0Nm 
    maxrpm    : 2000 
    accellim  : 8000rpm/sec 
    surgelim  : 8000rpm/sec 
    idleregen : 0.0Nm 
  DC/DC 
    ddtype    : none 

 
Configuration information is displayed in several sections: 
 
The THROTTLE section shows throttle parameters.  The throttle type can be hall or dhall.  thwoff is the low 
value of the THW1 wiper and thw1max is the high value of the THW1 wiper. 
 
If the throttle type is dhall, then an additional parameter, thw2ofst shows the expected offset value between 
THW1 and THW2.  See below: 
 
  THROTTLE 
    thtype    : dhall 
    thw1off   : 0.40v 
    thw1max   : 4.20v 
    thw2ofst  : 0.60v 

 
The MAP section defines the mapping between throttle percentage and requested torque percentage.  The 
example above gives the default mapping.  One range is defined, r1top is 100, and in that range the weight is 
1.00.  This results in a single range, “range1” which maps 0..100% throttle to 0..100% torque. 
 
The BRAKE section shows the brake parameters.  The brake type, brtype, can be none, switch, or hall.  If 
the brtype is none or switch, no additional parameters are shown. 
 
If brtype is hall, then the values of broff and brmax may be edited, which give the range of the brake 
pressure transducer.  See below: 
 
  BRAKE 
    brtype    : hall 
    broff     : 0.00v 
    brmax     : 5.00v 

 
The MOTOR section shows motor parameters.  The values of maxtorque, maxrpm, accellim, and surgelim 
are configured and used in the Universal Command to the inverter.  See the UQM documentation for more 
details. 
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The DC/DC section is used to define and configure a DC/DC converter.  Currently only the Volt DC/DC 
converter is provided. 

set	
This command sets the configurable parameters. 

set	<>	
If set is entered with no parameters, set help will be displayed: 
 
vcu> set 
  SEt [  
        THTYPE|THW1OFF|THW1MAX|THW2OFST 
            thtype    - throttle type, one of [HALL | DHALL] 
            thw1off   - A2D reading with no throttle (from 'measure thw1') 
            thw1max   - A2D reading at max throttle (from 'measure thw1') 
            thw2ofst  - A2D voltage difference between thw1 and thw2 
        R1TOP|R2TOP|R1SCALE|R2SCALE| 
            r1top     - Range1 High Limit (0 <= r1top <= 100) 
            r2top     - Range2 High Limit (r1top <= r2top <= 100) 
            r1scale   - Range1 Scale factor (0.01 to 5.00) 
            r2scale   - Range2 Scale factor (0.01 to 5.00) 
        BRTYPE|BROFF|BRMAX| 
            brtype    - [SWITCH|HALL] 
            broff     - A2D reading with no brake (from 'measure brake') 
            brmax     - A2D reading at max brake (from 'measure brake') 
        MAXTORQUE|MAXRPM|ACCELLIM|SURGELIM| 
            maxtorque - maximum available motor torque 
            maxrpm    - maximum allowable motor rpm 
            accellim  - acceleration limit (rpm/sec) 
            surgelim  - surge limit (rpm/sec) 
        IDLEREGEN|BRAKEREGEN| 
            idleregen - (negative) torque to apply when no throttle 
            brakeregen- (negative) torque to apply when braking 
        DDTYPE|DDVOLTAGE| 
            ddtype    - dc/dc converter type, one of [<> | VOLT] 
            ddvoltage - dc/dc output voltage setpoint 
        CANTERM 
            canterm   - Enable CAN termination 
     ] 

Throttle	Configuration	(thtype,	thw1off,	thw1max,	thsw2ofst)	
The command set thtype sets the throttle type.  Valid values are hall and dhall. 
The command set thw1off  sets the throttle 1 wiper voltage when the throttle is off. 
The command set thw1max sets the throttle 1 wiper voltage when the throttle is fully depressed. 
The command set thw2ofst sets the offset between the throttle1 and throttle2. 
 
Example configuration: 
 
vcu> set thw1off .4 
Reinitializing Throttle 
vcu> Throttle self test complete 
Throttle Enabled ... 
vcu> set thw1max 4.2 
Reinitializing Throttle 
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vcu> Throttle self test complete 
Throttle Enabled ... 
vcu> set thtype dhall 
Reinitializing Throttle 
vcu> FAULT: Throttle 2 A2D too low! 
Throttle Failed; check connections and configuration ... 
vcu> set thw2ofst .6 
Reinitializing Throttle 
vcu> Throttle self test complete 
Throttle Enabled ... 
vcu> show config 
  THROTTLE 
    thtype    : dhall 
    thw1off   : 0.40v 
    thw1max   : 4.20v 
    thw2ofst  : 0.60v 
 
 .. etc 
 

Note that the VCU reinitializes and performs a self test whenever throttle parameters are edited. 

Throttle	Mapping	(r1top,	r2top,	r1scale,	r2scale)	
These parameters control the VCU throttle to torque mapping.  By default, the mapping from throttle percent 
to requested torque is linear: 20% throttle requests 20% of the total configured torque.  However, the user 
may want to tune the throttle response and, for example, want 25% throttle to request 50% of the torque.  
 
The VCU can define up to three throttle ranges: range1, range2, and range3.  Range1 starts at 0 and ends at 
r1top.  If r1top is less than 100, then range2 starts at r1top and continues to r2top.  If r2top is less than 100, 
then range 3 starts at r2top and continues to 100. 
 
The command set r1top sets the top of range1.  range1 must satisfy 0 < range1 <= 100.  If range1 is 100, 
then there is a single range. 
 
The command set r2top sets the top of range2.  range2 must satisfy range1 < range2 <= 100.  If range2 is 
100, then there are two ranges.  If range2 is <100, then there are three ranges. 
 
Once ranges are defined, within each range there is a weight or “scale” from 0.0 to 5.0, which determines 
throttle responsiveness. 
 
The command set r1scale sets the “weighting factor” for range1. 
The command set r2scale sets the “weighting factor” for range2. 
It is not necessary to set the weighting factor for range3 because the VCU computes it automatically. 
 
The following example defines two ranges.   The first range is from 0 to 20% throttle, with a weighting factor 
of 2.  The result will be that the first 20% of throttle will request 40% of the total torque.   The effect of this 
will be that the throttle will be more responsive in the first 20% of throttle. 
 
vcu> set r1top 20 
vcu> set r1scale 2 
vcu> set r2scale .8 
vcu> show config 
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  MAP 
    range1    :  0.. 20% throttle =>  0.. 40% torque 
    range2    : 20..100% throttle => 40..100% torque 
    ---------- 
    r1top     : 20 
    r1scale   : 2.00 
    r2top     : 100 
    r2scale   : 0.80 

Brake	Configuration	(brtype,	broff,	brmax)	
The command set brtype sets the brake type.  It can be one of none, switch, or hall. 
The command set broff sets the brake wiper voltage when the brake is off.  This parameter is only valid if 
brtype is hall. 
The command set brmax sets the brake wiper voltage at maximum braking.  This parameter is only valid if 
brtype is hall. 
 
As an example: 
 
vcu> set brtype hall 
vcu> set broff .4 
vcu> set brmax 4.5 
vcu> show config 
 
  BRAKE 
    brtype    : hall 
    broff     : 0.40v 
    brmax     : 4.50v 
vcu> set brtype switch 

Motor	Configuration	(maxtorque,	maxrpm,	accellim,	surgelim)	
The command set maxtorque sets the maximum torque that the VCU will request, when the throttle is at 
100%. 
The command set maxrpm sets the rpm limit. 
The command set accellim sets the accelleration limit. 
The command set surgelim sets the surge limit. 
 
For example: 
 
vcu> set maxtorque 900 
vcu> set maxrmppm 2500 
vcu> set accellim 4000 
vcu> set surgelim 2000 
vcu> show config 
 
  MOTOR 
    maxtorque : 900.0Nm 
    maxrpm    : 2500 
    accellim  : 4000rpm/sec 
    surgelim  : 2000rpm/sec 
    idleregen : 0.0Nm 
    brakeregen: 0.0Nm 
vcu>  
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Regen	Configuration	(idleregen,	brakeregen)	
The command set idleregen sets the amount of braking regeneration to request when the throttle is at 0%. 
The command set brakeregen sets the amout of braking regeneration to request when the(hall) brake is at 
100% or when the (switch) brake input is ON. 
 
For example: 
 
vcu> set idleregen 20 
vcu> set brakeregen 200 
vcu> show config 
 
  BRAKE 
    brtype    : switch 
  MOTOR 
    maxtorque : 900.0Nm 
    maxrpm    : 2500 
    accellim  : 4000rpm/sec 
    surgelim  : 2000rpm/sec 
    idleregen : 20.0Nm 
    brakeregen: 200.0Nm 

DC/DC	Converter	Configuration	(ddtype,	ddvoltage)	
The command set ddtype sets the DC to DC converter type.  Currently this may be set to none or volt. 
 
The command set ddvoltage sets the DC to DC output voltage setpoint, entered in volts. 
 
vcu> set ddtype volt 
vcu> set ddvoltage 13.8 

Can	Termination	
The command set canterm enables the CAN termination resistor. 
The command reset canterm disables the CAN termination resistor. 

measure	
The measure command is a diagnostic that shows the actual value read at the VCU inputs.  This command 
may be used to verify Throttle and Brake wiring, and to chargacterize the working range of these devices.  
Measure can be used with thw1, thw2 or brake.  Once typed, it will repeatedly show the current input value.  
It can be stopped by pressing any key. 
 
Example: 
 
vcu> measure thw1 
vcu> Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
Throttle A/D= 0.02V 
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trace	
The trace command enables various forms of message or state tracing.  These commands show a timestamp 
(uptime) and can be useful for logging or debugging.  Trace configuration is stored in EEPROM and is 
present after reboot. 

trace	<>	
Trace with no parameters toggles state trace on and off. 

trace	can	
The trace can command displays canbus messages to and from the inverter.  Each line gives a timestamp, 
the source of the message (if known), the CAN ID and CAN message contents, in hexadecimal.  Note that 
message abbreviations are used. 
 
vcu> trace can 
trace enabled: can  
vcu> 00:01:18.4   <<AF  0029: 1e 7d 10 8c 8e 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.4 UC>>    0025: 01 18 b8 7c 80 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.5   <<LT  002d: 03 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 
00:01:18.6   <<AF  0029: 16 7d 12 8c 95 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.6   <<LT  002d: 03 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 
00:01:18.7 UC>>    0025: 01 18 b8 7c 80 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.7   <<WS  002f: a5 00 68 80 a2 40 04 00 
00:01:18.8   <<TP  002e: 63 63 50 53 00 63 61 5c 
00:01:18.9 UC>>    0025: 01 18 b8 7c 80 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.9   <<AF  0029: 17 7d 13 8c 95 7d 80 7d 
00:01:18.9   <<LT  002d: 03 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 
00:01:19.0 UC>>    0025: 01 18 b8 7c 80 7d 80 7d 
00:01:19.0   <<LT  002d: 03 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 
00:01:19.1   <<AF  0029: 1f 7d 11 8c 8f 7d 80 7d 
00:01:19.2 UC>>    0025: 01 18 b8 7c 80 7d 80 7d 
00:01:19.2   <<LT  002d: 04 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 
00:01:19.3   <<WS  002f: a5 00 69 80 a2 40 04 00 
00:01:19.4   <<AF  0029: 20 7d 0f 8c 8b 7d 80 7d 
00:01:22.6   <<AF  0029: 1e 7d 10 8c 90 7d 80 7d 
00:01:22.6   <<LT  002d: 03 fa fa 00 ea 02 3d 7d 

trace	uc,	af,	tp,	lt,	ws,	fc,	ss,	dd	
Individual message types can be traced using the trace command.  Messages types can be added to the list of 
what is traced (using trace) and can be removed from the list (using trace-).  If enabled, messages are printed 
in a decoded form as they are received. 
 
The acronyms stand for the following UQM message types 
 
 AF = Accurate Feedback 
 TP = Temperature 
 LT = Limited Torque 
 WS = Watchdog Status 
 FC = Fuel Cutback 
 SS = System Status 
 UC = Universal Command 
 
Examples: 
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vcu> trace uc 
trace enabled: AF SS UC  
vcu> trace- ss 
trace enabled: AF UC  

trace	off	
The trace off command turns off all tracing. 
 
vcu> tr off 
all tracing now OFF 

upgrade	
The upgrade command is used to perform a firmware upgrade.  This command will place the VCU into the 
serial bootloader mode, waiting for the load to begin.  The VCU must be power cycled in order to leave this 
mode.  
 
vcu> upgrade 
 
 *** 
 ***                    Starting VCU Upgrade                       *** 
 *** 1) Exit from the terminal application                         *** 
 *** 2) Start the bootloader and download a new .hex file          *** 
 *** 3) Restart the VCU                                            *** 
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Warrantee	and	Support	

The Thunderstruck return policy is available at http://www.thunderstruck-ev.com/return-policy.html. 
 
The Vehicle Control Unit is warranted to be free from defects in components and workmanship under normal 
use and service for a period of 1 year. 
 
When failing to perform as specified during the warranty period we will undertake to repair, or at our option, 
replace this product at no charge to its owner, provided the unit is returned undamaged and shipping prepaid, 
to Thunderstruck motors. 
 
The product is intended for non-commercial use by hobbyists.  The warranty does not apply to defects arising 
from miswiring, abuse or negligence, accidents, opening the enclosure, or reverse engineering.  
Thunderstruck Motors and Dilithium Design shall not be responsible for any incidental or consequential 
damages. 
 
Thunderstruck Motors and Dilithium Design reserve the right to make changes or improvements in design or 
manufacturing without assuming any obligation to change or improve products previously manufactured and 
/ or sold. 
 
For general support and warrantee issues, contact  

connect@thunderstruck-ev.com 
 

For errors in this document, or comments about the product, contact 
djmdilithium@gmail.com 
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